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In context, measures to limit the spread of Covid-19 have 

strained business access to finance
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The current stress in financial markets as a consequence of the Covid-19

pandemic has severely strained access to credit for businesses,

ranging from large corporates to SMEs.

Business output and revenues across industries have fallen

dramatically. This has exposed underlying structural vulnerabilities in the

corporate sector, including the rise of corporate debt to GDP and very

high levels of leverage in many OECD countries.

The unprecedented crisis response by major central banks and

finance ministries have helped to calm international financial markets,

yet access to financing for some companies remains strained

The decline in companies’ revenues amid rising debt costs have eroded

interest payment capacity, and drawn attention to the potential for very

high levels of distress and default
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To address financing challenges, OECD countries have 

introduced tailored financing support programmes

4Source: OECD Questionnaire, Committee on Financial Markets

Underutilised?



These include Central Bank support to help encourage 

financing to companies affected by Covid-19
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 Measures to contain the Covid-19 pandemic has led to tighter liquidity conditions, hastened 

volatility in markets, and led to difficulties in accessing funding for many entities. 

 Globally, Central Banks have responded by providing liquidity to help alleviate the sharp 

tightening of financial conditions.

 From the OECD Survey, these responses have included:

 Monetary stimulus to support the real economy; 

 Funding facilities to help the provision of liquidity to banks and markets;

 Regulatory and supervisory measures to facilitate the restructuring of loans or 

provide corporate relief, and; 

 Measures to support credit supply, including asset purchasing programmes of 

government grantees loans. 



Central Bank measures have helped facilitate lending for 

SMEs and affected firms
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Country Size Key terms Companies

Hungary HUF 1 500 billion Loan purchases by the Central Bank to facilitate lending. HUF 1 to 

20,000 million; 3 to 20 years maximum; 0 to 2.5%
All

United States USD 600 billion Central Bank (Fed) SPV to purchase loans. 5 year - principle deferred 

for two years, and interest payments one year.
All, SMEs

Japan Undefined The central bank introduced a new fund-provisioning measures to 

support financing of mainly SMEs
SMEs 

Korea KRW 25 trillion
To support SME financing, the Central bank increased the ceiling of the 

Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility by KRW 10 trillion and 

lowered the interest rate to 0.25%

Self-employed 

and SMEs

Australia AUD 90 billion
Reserve Bank of Australia has established a term funding facility for 

three-year funding access at 25 basis points to allow banks to lend 

more to all businesses, with stronger incentives for lending to SMEs. 

All, SMEs

United 
Kingdom Undefined

Central Bank launched a new Term Funding Scheme (TFSME) with 

incentives for banks to expand lending to SMEs, offering four-year 

funding of at close to Bank Rates.

All, SMEs

Note: OECD Committee on Financial Markets Questionnaire, July 2020

Selected examples



The design of financing support programmes encompass a 

number of common features
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Duration
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Despite these efforts, programmes continue to have a 

number of shortcomings and risks 
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Credit risk

Liquidity

Implementation

Moral Hazard
Extraordinary support provided through business financing programmes 

leads to undue risk taking in the expectation of future support

Direct unsecured lending facilities may expose the government to undue 

risk, while loans through banks allow for some level of credit assessment

Particularly important in the case that guarantees are not sufficient to 

incentivise banks to extend financing

Operational issues include requirements and processing in the rollout of 

financing programmes



Looking ahead, forward looking policy considerations 

are important
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Access should consider how best to balance fast-track access to

support for businesses while ensuring financial due diligence to

ensure that resources reach all viable companies.

Governments may want to undertake a study of existing but potentially

underutilised financing mechanisms and channels that could be

leveraged to provide appropriate support for companies, notably to avoid

unreasonable indebtedness, including through development institutions.

Programmes should consider ongoing national commitments, for example

the integration of factors to support green and resilient recoveries,

including consideration of environmental, social and governance

(ESG) aspects, digitalisation, or broader development planning.

Exit should be considered, such as how to move from crisis

management to broader access to financing for companies (including

SMEs) to boost economic growth and resilience.
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Specific funds have been created to address SMEs 

liquidity issues
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EXIM Compensation HUF 200 mlnHungary

• Public funding consisting of three programmes with a maturity of up to 6 years

• Loan: Working capital or investment loans with fixed interest rate in HUF, EUR and USD

• Loan Protection: State guarantee for 80% of the principal amount for SMEs

• Insurance: Trade receivables from export customers for deferred payments of up to 360 days

Kleine Kredieten Corona (KKC) EUR 713 mlnNetherlands

• 95% guarantee program for small loans (EUR 10,000-50,000) from banks to SMEs

• Duration of the term is five years and the interest is a maximum of 4%.

• Firms need to have been profitable in 2019 or on average over the past three years and to 
have a revenue of at least EUR50,000. 



A number of countries have also introduced support with 

an equity component
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Country Size Key terms Companies
Administering 

Entity

Germany EUR 2.6 billion Co-investments with private investors, equity injections for large 

non-financial companies.
SMEs National development 

institution

Hungary HUF 371 billion Four capital programmes co-managed, by public and private 

capital fund managers
SMEs, start-ups National development 

institution

Ireland EUR 2 billion The fund will invest in non-financial firms including equity and 

hybrid instruments.
Medium National fund

Italy Not specified Capital strengthening operations for non-financial firms, although 

temporary.
Medium National development 

institution

Lithuania Up to EUR 1 
billion

Equity investment fund including up to: EUR 100 million of the 

State budget and EUR 500 million from private investors
Medium National development 

institution

Netherlands EUR 32 million Government co-investment (50%) via interest-free loans in a 

closed-end venture capital fund that provides equity to firms
Start-ups Private fund

United 
Kingdom GBP 500 million Convertible loans between £125,000 to £5 million to innovative 

companies with equal match funding from private investors
Start-ups National development 

institution

Note: Austria, France and Turkey noted a possibility to implement similar programmes in future. 



Lending facilities do not extend to all firms in need of liquidity support
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• Of 4 trillion of high-yield rated bonds and

leveraged loans outstanding, only a very small

amount of issuers have been able to benefit

from government support.

• Strict eligibility criteria prevents non-IG from

gaining support due to leverage or size.

Note: : Corporate bond outstanding are calculated including non-
financial companies. Data presented are as of end-2019 and expressed 
in US Dollar billion..Source: Refinitiv, OECD calculations.

Note: Corporate bond outstanding are calculated including non-financial 
companies. Data presented are as of end-2019 and expressed in US Dollar 
billion. Source: Refinitiv, OECD calculations.

B. Simulation of European corporate credit eligibility for crisis business lending programmes A. Simulation of US corporate credit eligibility for crisis business lending programmes



Preferred equity could provide immediate and appropriate liquidity 

support, reduce leverage, and support long-term firm performance
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• Unless business losses rise to “depression”

levels, the government equity investment

yields superior returns than the debt

investments.

• Equity can help provide valuable financial

flexibility, keeping leverage at more

manageable levels, as firms benefit from the loss

absorption characteristics of equity, supporting

recovery of operational performance and

enterprise value.

Note: Indicative analysis, not based on industry data

Source: OECD calculations.

A. Government returns on preferred equity exceed debt when 

distressed firms remain contained

B. Debt recovery is stronger with an equity contribution

Source: OECD calculations.
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